
Mogila Park (Park Of The Revolution)



Mogila Park is a park in PrilepMogila Park is a park in PrilepMogila Park is a park in Prilep
which has many green areas,awhich has many green areas,awhich has many green areas,a
football field,a running track,afootball field,a running track,afootball field,a running track,a
basketball court but mostbasketball court but mostbasketball court but most
importantly Mound of Unbeaten.importantly Mound of Unbeaten.importantly Mound of Unbeaten.



Mound of Unbeaten is a World War II memorial inMound of Unbeaten is a World War II memorial inMound of Unbeaten is a World War II memorial in
the Park of the Revolution, Prilep, North Macedonia.the Park of the Revolution, Prilep, North Macedonia.the Park of the Revolution, Prilep, North Macedonia.
The monument and memorial complex were built inThe monument and memorial complex were built inThe monument and memorial complex were built in
1961 in honor to the martyrs and fallen fighters of1961 in honor to the martyrs and fallen fighters of1961 in honor to the martyrs and fallen fighters of
the People's Liberation Struggle in Macedonia.the People's Liberation Struggle in Macedonia.the People's Liberation Struggle in Macedonia.
Author of the memorial complexAuthor of the memorial complexAuthor of the memorial complex
is Serbian architect Bogdan Bogdanović.is Serbian architect Bogdan Bogdanović.is Serbian architect Bogdan Bogdanović.



The complex consists of memorial Urns and the commonThe complex consists of memorial Urns and the commonThe complex consists of memorial Urns and the common
graves of fallen soldiers. Urns are constructed from marble,graves of fallen soldiers. Urns are constructed from marble,graves of fallen soldiers. Urns are constructed from marble,
and reminiscent of the antique urns. Biggest urn in complexand reminiscent of the antique urns. Biggest urn in complexand reminiscent of the antique urns. Biggest urn in complex
has the symbol of the eternal flame at the top, which is symbolhas the symbol of the eternal flame at the top, which is symbolhas the symbol of the eternal flame at the top, which is symbol
of Macedonian people's struggle for freedom. In the secondof Macedonian people's struggle for freedom. In the secondof Macedonian people's struggle for freedom. In the second
part of the complex is the crypt which houses the remains ofpart of the complex is the crypt which houses the remains ofpart of the complex is the crypt which houses the remains of
462 fallen partisan fighters from Prilep and the neighboring462 fallen partisan fighters from Prilep and the neighboring462 fallen partisan fighters from Prilep and the neighboring
places . Their names are inscribed on the marble slabs.places . Their names are inscribed on the marble slabs.places . Their names are inscribed on the marble slabs.



So Mogila Park is both historically and
culturally important for Macedonian people.I
strongly suggest to go there for running,
having a picnic, or just walk and enjoy the
nature and the monuments :)
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